Glide1 cites the "edition of 1920, p. 169" and in a footnote remarks that "The above quoted passage was 1eft out in the later editions of the Introduction." This remark serves to substantiate Glide1 's observation that Russell's "[real istic] attitude has been gradually decreasing in the course of time .... "1 I examined several different printings 2 (or "editions" -there has been only one setting of type) and have not found that this passage has been left out in "the later editions". An enquiry to G6del e1 icited no response. I shrugged, for hasn't Glidel much more important work to do than to correct what was probably a very minor mistake? (May 1919) , "2nd ed I t ion" (Apr i 1 1920 -somet imes erroneous 1y given la ter as 1922), 3rd (Hay 1924 ), 5th (Feb. 1938 ), 10th (1960 , 12th (l9671. Since GOdel wrote his article in 1943, the only impressions of the Introduction to which he could be referring are the first five. I have examined all, including the fourth (Feb. 1930), which is in the library of John G. Slater.
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Philosophy3 quotes the same lines, capitalizing "Logic" a Za Giidel although the word isn't capitalized in the Intpoduction and although Mundle, unlike Gode1, doesn't require a capital to start off his quotation. Mund1e comments:
This last statement was omitted from later editions of Russell's Intpoduction. This suggests that Wittgenstein's thesis released Russell both from the spell of Platonism and from a tendency to treat logical truths as vepy general empirical generalizations.
Mund1e doesn't acknowledge Giidel's article, but it seems likely that his statements were influenced by it. that Russell had requested that on p. 115 line 8 the second "x" should read "z". It is corrected in the impress ion issued that year and in the Simon and Schuster Clarion paperback publ ished in 1971. The misprint derives from the original MS, although Russell corrected proofs. Folio 131 shows that Russell originally wrote "x" but made it Into "z". To anyone not following the argument, it could easily appear "x". The second and fourth impressions also contain alterations. Russell wrote to Stanley Unwin on Feb. 6th, 1920, enclosing a letter indicating ,s ma I I number of corrections". Unwin acknowledged receipt of these on Feb. 7th, and on the 16th acknowledged receipt of "further corrections". On Feb. 15th, 1930, Russell suppl ied Unwin with a half-sheet of "entirely trivial" corrections. There may well have been other occasions on which Russell altered the text of the Introduction. A Hinman collation of the first and latest printings would reveal them. 
*Overleaf is a photograph of the page of the manuscript of

